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Geography
1. Places in News part - IV
Pantanal Wetlands

• Pantanal, the world’s largest tropical wetlands is facing a
severe crisis due to wildfires and climate change.

• It

is a natural region encompassing the world's largest
tropical wetland area, and the world's largest flooded
grasslands.

• Roughly 80% of the Pantanal floodplains are submerged

during the rainy seasons, nurturing a biologically diverse
collection of aquatic plants and helping to support a dense
array of animal species.

• Vegetation in the Pantanal has evolved to coexist with
fire — many plant species there require the heat from
fires to germinate.

• Often caused by lightning strikes, those natural fires
spring up at the end of the dry season, but the
surrounding floodplains prevent them from
spreading.

What’s different now is the drought, contributing further
to the unusually dry conditions and exacerbating the fire
risk.
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Pandav Leni Complex

• Archaeological Survey of India (ASI) has found

three more caves in the Trirashmi Buddhist cave
complex, also known as Pandav Leni, near
Nashik, Maharashtra.

• The Buddhist sculptures and caves (in Nashik)

are a significant early example of Indian rockcut architecture representing the Hinayana
tradition of Buddhism.

• The caves have images of the Buddha and Bodhisattvas, and sculptures with designs of
Indo-Greek architecture.

• Most of the caves are viharas except for Cave 18 which is a chaitya of the 1st century
BCE.

• Other caves in the area are Karla Caves, Bhaja Caves, Patan Cave and Bedse Caves.
Leang Sakapao Caves- Indonesia

• Archaeologists have discovered the world’s oldest known cave art — a life-sized picture

of a wild pig that was painted at least 45,500 years ago in Indonesia - weathering at an
alarming rate.

• The artwork made with pigments was decaying due to a process known as haloclasty,
which is triggered by the growth of salt crystals due to
repeated changes in temperature and humidity.

• This is caused by alternating wet and dry weather in
the region.
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